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Tags: Adventure - WC - Walk Clicker Additional Tags: Delete local content & Remove from Library TLDR: Cramped and
cluttered. Inventory for puzzles a tad clunky. Cryptic deciphering and math based puzzles. Dated. Nice lore and setting. Very
cryptic, walkthrough mandatory. With math oriented puzzles. Some puzzles lack guidance. First section of game is escaping
your pod, and figuring out what happened in it. Second mission has you do space gardening with color coded plants. Then you
decipher made up alphabets and use a bullet and dash math system. As you do you end up gradually uncovering some of the
knowledge of your surroundings from stone etchings and you figure out how to communicate with the moon people. This
section of the game has you raise yourself in rank by being a tourist, learning about the moon people, solving more cryptic
puzzles and unlocking the facility and use of more machines. The game has an odd caching of inventory items system in which
hotspots generate an endless supply but of which you can only carry a limited quantity. The walk clicker interface is a bit
cumbersome especially given the intensive amount of items that are required for the item based puzzles. There is also a lot of
hotspots scattered around small environments, making full use of the 360 degrees view so you will sometimes have to sort of
swirve your head around to look for clues and hotspots to interact with which can be jarring. The portion of the game that has
dialogue is well written, but there is no indepth voice acting, the dev deciding to make the limitation a feature of the alien race
and have them speak in musical notes. Clever bit of game design to save assets but still not as effective as proper constant
quality voice acting. Ultimately you do not learn a whole ton about the moon people either and this is basically little more than a
way to macguyver your way unto and back from the moon, in an intrepid explorer from the 1800's kind of way. Conclusion:
There may be some extended play sessions here available for enjoyment but the niche of players who will have a knack for the
obscure brand of puzzles this has on offer is much smaller than the niche of players who just came to see the moon, the aliens,
and do a few casual puzzles on the side. As such you are better off following a step by step guide or watching someone else play
for the best experience which is probably a sign that despite all its qualities and its immersion, this game is in fact not very good
at being a game. The game reminded me a lot of Aura, with the kind of outlandish setting, odd pregenerated retro 3D. Maybe
check it out if this intrigued you.. You play as the british love child of Albert Einstein and Willy Wonka. After presumably
having taken a copious amount of recreational drugs you, your two gun loving buddies and your chicken come up with the
greatest idea of all time. " Let's get inside a hollow cannonball with a limited amount of oxygen and fire ourselves straight into
the moon, I bet we'll find some gnarly moon people" said the chicken. And it was so. I'm incredibly invested in the narritive so
far and the intense gameplay made for an incredible experience not to mention the otherworldly brilliance of the graphics and
sound design. I give this a 10/10. I can't wait for the upcoming sequel that was announced at this year's E3, there's been rumours
that you'll finally be able to play as the chicken in the DLC.. Voyage : Journey to the moon is a Point and Click game that tell us
a story about a man that go to the moon, and must find a way on the moon to get back to the earth. For me, this game has a great
animation and gameplay. The puzzle is good but it needs high creativity and thinking that makes the puzzle too hard sometimes.
I can finish this game earlier than I expected because I searched for walkthrough lol. I stuck at many points because the puzzle
needs some rollback about what you saw earlier. Anyway, this is a good game. Recommend this game for someone who likes
science fiction story and point and click adventure game. (For my playtime, my game crashed when I almost finished the game
and I didn't save the game for a 5 hours of gameplay and so my playtime increased a lot orz ) 7.5/10. This is a very difficult and
enjoyable adventure game. There are lot's of ways to accomplish things. Only recommend if you like a challange.. had to restart
3 times. cannot save. crash after attempt to click on investigate button. the game seemed interesting, though.. pros - good
looking pre-rendered graphics - surreal moon settings - well made cutscenes - good voice acting - easy to use inventory system -
interesting jules verne inspired story cons - badly arranged logic puzzles. there are some annoying timed sequences and trial /
error type puzzles. puzzles are extremely difficult, solutions also mostly obscure and confusing. - you have to do a lot of
backtracking.. I would not recommend this game. There is a lot of time spent trying to figure out what the heck to do next. Little
to no explaination as to what you should do to progress. I got to the moon, three hours into it. I got stuck (for the millionth time)
and quit after 15 minutes of clicking everything I could. There are also certain things you need to find for achievements, but it's
extreamly easy to miss them. (Throw something important off of the shuttle perchance? It's okay, you can restart all of your
work.) I bought it on sale, it still wasn't worth it to me.
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